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storing data “in the olden 
days”



sequential files tab delimited

full 
name

user 
name message time follows

A. A. user 
A bla bla bla 1.1. user B, user C

B. B. user 
B

the next day it 
rained 2.2. user C

C. C. user 
C my cat is hungry 3.3. user A, user B

D. D. user 
D I hate mondays 4.4. user A

B. B. user 
B still raining 5.5. user B, user C



reduce data, split the table

from to

user A user B

user A user C

user B user C

user C user A

user C user B

user D user A

full 
name

user 
name message time

A. A. user A bla bla bla 1.1.

B. B. user B the next day it 
rained 2.2.

C. C. user C my cat is 
hungry 3.3.

D. D. user D I hate mondays 4.4.

B. B. user B still raining 5.5.



split more, reduce further

user name message time

user A bla bla bla 1.1.

user B the next day it rained 2.2.

user C my cat is hungry 3.3.

user D I hate mondays 4.4.

user B still raining 5.5.

full 
name

user 
name

A. A. user A

B. B. user B

C. C. user C

D. D. user D



use keys! Can you find the 
universal key?

user name message time
user A bla bla bla 1.1.
user B the next day it rained 2.2.
user C my cat is hungry 3.3.
user D I hate mondays 4.4.

user B still raining 5.5.

full name user name

A. A. user A

B. B. user B

C. C. user C

D. D. user D

from to
user A user B
user A user C
user B user C
user C user A
user C user B
user D user A



referential integrity 
constraint

user name message time
user A bla bla bla 1.1.
user B the next day it rained 2.2.
user C my cat is hungry 3.3.
user D I hate mondays 4.4.

user B still raining 5.5.

full name user name

A. A. user A

B. B. user B

C. C. user C

D. D. user D

from to
user A user B
user A user C
user B user C
user C user A
user C user B
user D user A



what have we done right 
now?

• split a large table into smaller ones … that was 
obvious 

• we turned data into relational data 

• we now have entities (users, posts, …) and 
relationships (followers, dates,…) 

• We haven’t talked about constraints!



constraints

• each table has to have a key (unique) (call it ID) 

• domain (text it text, int is int) 

• null constraint (keys can’t be null) 

• referential integrity constraint (foreign key)



schema vs. instance

• schema is the organization of a database “table A 
contains names and phone numbers” “table B 
names and addresses” 

• instance is the actual data at a given moment: 
“Arend:123-456-7890”, “Arend:somewhere in 
Michigan”



schema



database state



DBMS - database 
management system
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the 12 golden rules by Dr. 
Codd

-Data in the relational database must be represented in tables, with values 
in columns within rows.  
!
-Data within a column must be accessible by specifying the table name, 
the column name, and the value of the primary key of the row. 
!
-The DBMS must support missing and inapplicable information in a 
systematic way, distinct from regular values and independent of data 
type. 
  
-The DBMS must support an active on-line catalogue. 
  
-The DBMS must support at least one language that can be used 
independently and from within programs, and supports data definition 
operations, data manipulation, constraints, and transaction management. 
  



-Views must be updatable by the system. 
  
-The DBMS must support insert, update, and delete operations on 
sets. 
  
-The DBMS must support logical data independence. 
  
-The DBMS must support physical data independence. 
  
-Integrity constraints must be stored within the catalogue, separate 
from the application. 
  
-The DBMS must support distribution independence.  The existing 
application should run when the existing data is redistributed or 
when the DBMS is redistributed. 
  
-If the DBMS provides a low level interface (row at a time), that 
interface cannot bypass the integrity constraints.



brainstorm pros & cons

• speed? 

• size? 

• parallel? 

• access?



strength DROP
Flexible and well-established. 
  
Sound theoretical foundation and use over many years 
has resulted in stable, standardized products available. 
  
Standard data access language through SQL. 
  
Costs and risks associated with large development 
efforts and with large databases are well understood. 
  
The fundamental structure, i.e., a table, is easily 
understood and the design and normalization process 
is well defined



weaknesses - DROP!
Performance problems associated with re-assembling simple data 
structures into their more complicated real-world representations. 
  
Lack of support for complex base types, e.g., drawings. 
  
SQL is limited when accessing complex data.  
  
Knowledge of the database structure is required to create ad hoc 
queries. 
  
Locking mechanisms defined by RDBMSs do not allow design 
transactions to be supported, e.g., the "check in" and "check out" 
type of feature that would allow an engineer to modify a drawing 
over the course of several working days.



Let’s dig into it



our example:



interacting with the 
database

• make tables - define what each columns name and 
datatype will be 

• add columns 

• make entries 

• remove entries 

• remove tables



create, insert, delete, drop

DROP TABLE employees	
CREATE TABLE employees (name text, salary real)	
INSERT INTO employees VALUES ('Philip J. Fry', 100.0)	
SELECT * FROM employees	



what if?
DROP TABLE employees	
CREATE TABLE employees (name text, salary real)	
INSERT INTO employees VALUES ('Philip J. Fry', 100.0)	
INSERT INTO employees VALUES ('Philip J. Fry', 1000.0)	
SELECT * FROM employees	

no primary key and no unique key!



hence:
DROP TABLE employees	
CREATE TABLE employees (name text primary key unique, salary real)	
INSERT INTO employees VALUES ('Philip J. Fry', 100.0)	
INSERT INTO employees VALUES ('Philip J. Fry', 1000.0) => error!	
SELECT * FROM employees	

but how to give Fry a raise?



UPDATE

UPDATE employees SET salary=10000.0 WHERE name='Philip J. Fry'

but how to sack Fry?



DELETE
DELETE FROM employees WHERE name='Philip J. Fry'



what if we need a new 
column?

ALTER TABLE employees ADD COLUMN 'room' ‘int'



Or: make use of relational 
database!

CREATE TABLE phone (name text,number text)	

CREATE TABLE phone (name text,number text,FOREIGN KEY(name) REFERENCES 
employees(name))

Is that constraint enough?



you saw the SELECT 
command before…

SELECT * FROM employees	
!
SELECT * FROM employees WHERE name="Amy Wong"	
!
SELECT * FROM employees WHERE name="Amy Wong" OR salary<2.0	
!
SELECT * FROM employees WHERE name="Amy Wong" OR salary<2.0 	
	 	 ORDER BY evaluation	
!
SELECT * FROM employees WHERE name="Amy Wong" 	
	 UNION 	
	 	 SELECT * FROM employees WHERE salary<2.0	



when lists become long 
LIMIT, ORDER

SELECT * FROM employees LIMIT 4	
SELECT * FROM employees ORDER BY salary LIMIT 4	
!
SELECT * FROM employees LIMIT 4 ORDER BY salary

will not work!



Individual Project Proposal - 
1 page!

• Give it a name! Say from whom the project is 

• Describe the goal/idea 

• Describe the data source and mention how to 
obtain the data 

• Describe the approach



When to launch a game on Kongregate? 
Arend Hintze 
!
Flash games can be launched on every given day, however maybe 
there are particular days that give the flash game a better chance of 
success? 
!
Download all game scores and nr. of hits from kongregate.com, using 
a web scraper (no API present). There are more than 80.000 games 
on that site. 
!
Drop all data in database and try to correlate which day of the week, 
month, year, is particularly good for a high number of hits? 
!
This analysis will find out when to launch a game in order to optimize 
success!

Volume sort of okay, no velocity, no variety -> more than one site maybe, how to 
deal with newer games not having accumulated hits?

Suggestion: also write a script that you execute daily for 1 month that tracks hits 
per day for new games, compare different sites, does stars correlate with hits?

http://kongregate.com

